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Carmen María Colón Pellot

On “Womanhood” and “Race” in Puerto Rico 
during the Interwar Period

G L A D Y S M .  J I M É N E Z - M U Ñ O Z

State University of New York, Binghamton

To my friend Anjelamaría Dávila Malavé

the intersection of “womanhood” and “race” was a founding element

of Puerto Rican cultures—especially for “native” women—between 1898 and

1940, particularly during the interwar period. This intersection, as an

abstract conceptual process and as a lived experience, was more fundamen-

tal than is generally acknowledged by sociohistorical inquiry, and specifically

by Puerto Rican history.

After some brief consideration of the state of Puerto Rican historiogra-

phy in relation to “womanhood” and “race,” and the importance of doing

this kind of research and analysis, I want to explore a number of aspects of

the poetic work of Carmen María Colón Pellot (1911– ), a Puerto Rican

“mulata” writer and author of Ambar Mulato, a book of poems published in

1938. I will draw on her literary production—among other writers of the

interwar period—as a way of approaching an understanding of how Puerto

Ricans imagined and deciphered being “woman” and being “raced”: how

Puerto Rican women themselves made sense of their gendered and racial-

ized conditions during the interwar period.



P U E R T O R I C A N H I S T O R I O G R A P H Y ,  

“ W O M A N H O O D , ”  A N D “ R A C E ”

Women’s history focusing on Puerto Ricans has made great strides during

the past two decades.1 However, those of us within this tradition have failed

to address (1) what “race” has meant to women in Puerto Rico (white and,

primarily, nonwhite); (2) how “race” structured these women’s lives and

social conditions; and (3) what images have been socially constructed for

them—both as Puerto Rican women and as racially located Puerto Ricans.2

Likewise, virtually all considerations of the Puerto Rican “race question”

(scholarly, journalistic, and/or governmental) in the first half of the twenti-

eth century tend to share two other limitations. On the one hand, “race”

among Puerto Ricans ultimately has been explained (away) as a non-issue,

framed within the widespread Occidentalist/Hispano-American arguments

of “racial democracy” (Zenón Cruz 1974, 1975; Seda Bonilla 1972, 103–89). The

“authentic” Puerto Rican self that emerges within the social sciences and

humanities has been fashioned as ultimately European in origins, devoid of

any African markers and, indeed, of any racial markers at all.

On the other hand, and like their more mainstream counterparts, the

still very small number of writers and scholars who address the Puerto Rican

“race question” from alternative perspectives tend to reduce racialized expe-

riences and cultural representations to a male context. The socially and

racially varied (not to mention conflicting) experience of Puerto Rican

“womanhood” at this time for the most part is overlooked; so is the entire

spectrum of visual, metaphorical, and—more importantly—racialized

images that define such “womanhood.” This problem is especially true for

studies of the pivotal interwar period, when Puerto Rican identities under-

went substantial redefinition (Roy-Féquiere 1993).

As with most social science inquiry on Puerto Ricans, issues of “race”

within women’s history are usually relegated to “race relations theory,” espe-

cially between Puerto Ricans and North Americans (Rodríguez 1989, 49–84;

Jiménez-Muñoz 1993a; 1993b; 1997, 140–65). This is a marked contrast with

the immense concern with “social class” in Puerto Rican sociohistorical

inquiry in the past three decades (Santiago-Valles 1997, 95–115). Such
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emphases and oversights mirror the close attention paid to linking “race” and

“social class”—while omitting “gender”—in the social science literature on

Puerto Ricans corresponding to the period from the 1940s to the early 1960s.3

Within the contexts of Puerto Rican women’s history and the literature

on the Puerto Rican “race question,” “womanhood” and “race” are typically

analyzed as separate, though prominent, forms of subjectivity and social

domination commonly construed as “biologically determined,” and as his-

torico-culturally immutable “things.” Instead, we need to examine such cat-

egories as disputed, converging, and constantly changing relationships

organizing the unequal subject positions of all Puerto Ricans during the

early twentieth century. Additionally, this kind of research will enable us not

only to provide a different reading of already known documents, but also to

demonstrate the importance of examining unused or forgotten bibliograph-

ical sources within this context.4

Among other things, we need to examine a wide range of sources,

archival and not, in order to identify and explain (a) the demographic con-

text of how race, class, and gender intersected each other during this period,

particularly for the usually overlooked Black and mulatto Puerto Rican

women; (b) the elusive yet pervasive repertoire of “native” images (literate

and popular) accounting for the converging meanings of “womanhood” and

“race,” thus demonstrating the centrality and proximity of both categories in

local public opinion and everyday life; and (c) representative examples of

Puerto Rican women’s narratives (literary or not) illustrating just how perti-

nent “race” was vis-à-vis “womanhood” in the lives and activities of “native”

women of all races during this period. These are some of the limitations that

I now propose Puerto Rican history—and we Puerto Rican historians—

should try to transcend.

Of course, the research parameters just proposed are very much

informed by my own particular approach to the meanings of “history” and

“doing historical work.” To me, history in general—and women’s history in

particular—is not a matter of conveying seamless, unilateral, and tidy expla-

nations of phenomena that lie whole and unaltered, hidden, and waiting to

be discovered; neither is history these phenomena themselves. Rather, all
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histories are richly textured fabrics depicting the complicated social condi-

tions and events that determine our lives, even as we try to change these

conditions. Yet the latter cannot be reached intact, complete, and unmodi-

fied; they are never outside the variously conflictive meanings through which

we attempt to make sense of conditions and events. Hence, histories have to

be woven like any other fabric, each cloth having a different aspect depend-

ing on which side one is looking at, and depending on the conceptual

threads used to construct it.5 With Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1989), I

would say that

We produce historical narratives and historical explanations by transform-

ing the socius, upon which our production is written into more or less con-

tinuous and controllable bits that are readable. How these readings emerge

and which ones get sanctioned have political implications on every possible

level. (269)

This is why we need to carry out a critical analysis of the texts simultane-

ously with an analysis of the historical period under examination.

In women’s history, the very notion of difference is central to the process

of sociohistorical analysis and learning. As feminist historian Elsa Barkley

Brown (1992) has pointed out:

We need to recognize not only differences but also the relational nature of

those differences. . . . White women and women of color not only live differ-

ent lives but white women live the lives they do in large part because women

of color live the ones they do. (298)

What I’m suggesting now as an emphasis in Puerto Rican women’s history

is the need to scrutinize the early twentieth century to examine to what

extent racial differences between Puerto Ricans—especially among island

women—were class-inscribed, sexualized, and/or gendered; and to what

extent the broader social practices among all Puerto Ricans were informed

by notions of “womanhood” and “race.”

The proposed project should allow for a revision and a rethinking of this

historiographical tradition from the standpoint of one of our most glaring
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omissions. Such efforts will hopefully break new ground within Caribbean

historical studies in general, beyond those focusing on Puerto Rican women.

Finally, exploring the centrality of how the intersection of “womanhood”

and “race” was constructed, imagined, and lived among Puerto Ricans at

this time will help elucidate male-centered and westernized/Hispanophilic

perspectives, particularly their impact on the configuration of Puerto Rican

cultures and scholarship everywhere . . . an impact that persists to the pres-

ent day.

“ T H E C A S E ”  O F C A R M E N M A R Í A C O L Ó N P E L L O T

Once again, I have benefited from historian Elsa Barkley Brown’s advice, this

time on the nonlinear and polyrhythmic character of history and historical

research (Brown 1988, 1991). In her article “Polyrhythms and Improvisation:

Lessons for Women’s History” (1991), Brown compares history to a jazz

improvisation:

History is also everybody talking at once, multiple rhythms played simulta-

neously. The events and people we write about did not occur in isolation but

in dialogue with a myriad of other people and events. In fact, at any given

moment millions of people are all talking at once. As historians we try to iso-

late one conversation and to explore it but the trick is then how to put that

conversation in a context that makes evident its dialogue with so many oth-

ers—how to make this one lyric stand alone and at the same time be in con-

nection with all the other lyrics being sung. (85)

How can Carmen María Colón Pellot’s work be seen as a “lyric that stands

alone and at the same time [is] in connection with all the other lyrics being

sung” during this interwar period? This is not an easy task, among other

things because so little is known about this woman: for instance, my pre-

liminary inquiries about her work have only found four entries. Nevertheless,

I will examine her one known collection as a window onto this elusive author

and into the social differences, claims, and desires she embodied.

In a study by José Colombán Rosario and Justina Carrión (1939), under a

section subtitled “Reactions from the Blacks,” I found one of four references
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on Colón Pellot’s literary production (128–29).6 The study by Colombán

Rosario and Carrion identifies Colón Pellot as a mulata who had trouble

coming to grips with her racial inferiority: she was a woman who had “a dis-

agreeable resignation” (128). Isabelo Zenón Cruz (1975) also alludes to Colón

Pellot as a Black woman who rejected her blackness: “the Black rejects his

blackness as Carmen María Colón Pellot demonstrates in a terrible and

painful way”; and, he adds, “in almost all her books . . . she is pained by her

mulatto-ness” (147). Francisco Manrique Cabreras (1969) gives another ver-

sion of Colón Pellot: “it is about the affirmation of the black dimension in

the Puerto Rican soul with decisive pride and earnest desire” (353). Jorge

Luis Morales (1981) states that Colón Pellot’s poetry “supports the theory of

a Puerto Rican mulatto verse” (449).

These are different readings of the poet in question. But it is interesting

to notice that the first two references remind one of yet another version of

“the tragic mulata.” Both Colombán Rosario/Carrión and Zenón Cruz

focused on the same poem to illustrate their argument—namely, “Motivos

de envidia mulata” (“Motifs of ‘Mulata’ Envy”). In this piece, however, I would

maintain that Colón Pellot carries out a critique that is much more complex

than two studies suggest, specifically in terms of the privileges of white-

“criollo” women, and particularly with respect to how race sets a double sex-

ual standard for women in Puerto Rico during the interwar period. This is

the reason why I would argue—in contrast to what Colombán Rosario/

Carrión and Zenón Cruz claim—that this particular poem is indeed emble-

matic and symptomatic.

The (mostly fleeting) references to Colón Pellot in these studies typify

the position that women of color have occupied in history in general and in

Puerto Rican history in particular. For the most part, they have been simply

absent—or, when they are present, they are isolated points of reference usu-

ally cited out of context . . . and, once again, fleetingly. Is this the only way

that Colón Pellot’s voice will be, or can be, represented and historicized?

We must bear in mind that, during the turn-of-the-century discussions

in Washington, D.C., as well as during analogous controversies that ensued

during World War I and the 1920s, race and the colonial question persist-
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ently inscribed the debate on extending U.S. citizenship to Puerto Ricans.

Racial considerations had also been a constant element within these debates

since the turn of the century. One of the subtexts of the race factor was the

continuous distinction that congressmen made between Puerto Rico and

the Philippines. When citizenship was granted to Puerto Ricans, Congress

established a clear juridico-political distinction between “mainstream”

North Americans and the people of Puerto Rico. In other words, granting

citizenship to Puerto Rico’s “natives” did not change their own—nor the

island’s—colonial condition. Puerto Rico’s large property owners and edu-

cated sector divided the reduced political space left open by limited U.S. cit-

izenship. This was the space that the Puerto Rican intelligentsia wanted to

re-define (Jiménez-Muñoz 1993).

As a matter of fact, the journal Indice (1929) opened with a section con-

taining a questionnaire on Puerto Rican identity. Leading intellectuals such

as Antonio S. Pedreira, Samuel R. Quiñones, Vicente Geigel Polanco, and A.

Collado Martell were on the editorial board of this journal. The questions

asked were three: (1) “Do you think that our personality as a people is com-

pletely defined?” (2) “Is there a way of being indubitably and genuinely

Puerto Rican?” and (3) “What are the defining signs of our collective char-

acter?” (18).

I will use Colón Pellot’s Ambar Mulato (1938) to analyze in what ways she

positioned herself within the national discussion taking place among Puerto

Ricans on the island on the issues of “womanhood” and “race,” a dialogue

that, within “criollo” parameters, was overwhelmingly masculinist and racist.

To whom was Colón Pellot speaking? For whom was she speaking? As a

“mulata” writer, was Colón Pellot writing to override the multiple layers of

patriarchal constraints imposed on her cultural insights and literary imagi-

nation?7 Did her poems show traces of her attempts to plot herself within

the national “dialogue” of the interwar period and negotiate the diverse and

contradictory locations inherent in colonial identities? Did she try to break

free of the racist discourses of this period (colonizer and colonized), or was

she bound to them and by them? Xaviere Gauthier (1980) suggests that “As

long as women remain silent, they will be outside the historical process”
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(162–63). Let’s take a closer look at how Colón Pellot positioned/historicized

herself in her book.

In the prologue, Colón Pellot makes reference to the 1530 census in the

island under Spanish colonization to show that in Puerto Rico “the super-

stitious and ñañigo ‘perfect Black’ does not exist. Our actual population is

jibara layered with mulatto blood.” Although Colon Pellot’s interest is to

show that “the colored race has exercised an outstanding influence in our

life,” in her claims to mestizaje she runs the risk of erasing the difference that

racial difference makes in Puerto Rico during the interwar period. According

to Richard L. Jackson (1976), claiming of mestizaje is another form of racism

because “racial mixing goes in the direction of gradual whitening of the pop-

ulation and a corresponding reduction of ‘black’ blood” (4). The question

would then be: why does she want to erase racial differences within Puerto

Rico? The answer: she appears to think that this is the only way she can

enter the literary—and literate—discussion on national identity and culture

in general, and on race in particular. Does this mean that she wants to par-

ticipate in this dialogue by being in an (ideological) position closer to that

of the other (white-“criollo” male) intellectuals of the island? Is this one way

of saying “We are all (racially) equal here; therefore I too have something

(valid) to say”?

According to Zenón Cruz (1975), Colón Pellot is “victim of a misconcep-

tion from which . . . she has not been able to escape,” insofar as she follows

the myth of the “superstitious ‘perfect Black’ as if superstition was the exclu-

sive province of the black man” (148). My reading of this issue is that, in order

to enter this national (and cultural-nationalist) dialogue on race, Colón Pellot

had to contradictorily enter it, if not at a same level as the “criollo”-whites,

then at least at a level in which her voice would be recognized as legitimate.

Here lies part of the tension within the prologue to her poetic anthology: she

could not begin by racially marking herself outside of Puerto Ricanness,

because then she would not be heard. Therefore, she needed to position all

Puerto Ricans at the same level as her: “Our actual population is jibara lay-

ered with mulatto blood.” In this sense, she prefigures the poetic arguments

of Fortunato Vizcarrondo (1976), reminding all Puerto Ricans that “he [or

she] who does not have dinga [ancestry], has mandinga [ancestry]” (78).
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I’m not suggesting that such gestures were deliberate or conscious; only

that such intellectual and literary maneuvers are arguably much more com-

plex than Colón Pellot simply wanting to ignore her racial background or

race-position. If she does give the appearance of denying race within Puerto

Rico, it’s for the purpose of being able to deny another myth, one very distinct

from, though related to, that of the “superstitious ‘perfect Black’”: I’m refer-

ring to the alleged racial purity of most Puerto Ricans. Only by closing the

door on the mythical “criollo”-whiteness of Puerto Rican nationality (namely,

the jíbaro) is she able to open a door for herself within the literary dialogue

on race in the island. This is radically different from the self-positioning of

someone more canonical like Luis Pales Matos: he does not have the burden

of representation of having to speak for, and with, all Puerto Rican mulatas,

of “speaking to race” as well as “speaking for the race.” Instead, Colón Pellot

very consciously inserts herself within this national dialogue as a mulatto

woman: “the poetry that is as mulatto and Puerto Rican as my own race.”

In contrast to Colón Pellot’s work, there is the case of Clara Lair. Clara

Lair was the pen name of Mercedes Negrón Muñoz (1895–1973), a white-

Creole, middle-class writer and the first woman included in a very selective

collection of Puerto Rican writers, “Biblioteca de Autores Puertorriqueños,”

with the publication of her book of poetry Arras de Cristal (1937), one year

before Colón Pellot’s publication of Ambar Mulato.

There are two important self-locations Clara Lair claims for herself that

help us understand the differences between her and Colón Pellot. The first

one regards her dedication of her book: to “El Ateneo.” This nineteenth-cen-

tury, private, civico-cultural organization was one of the most important

institutions of the Creole liberal intelligentsia, and a site of their resistance

to the cultural policies imposed by the U.S. colonial regime (Roy-Féquiere

1993, 102). This dedication is a way for Clara Lair to establish her relation-

ship with intellectuals such as Margot Arce, Nilita Vientós, Emilio Belaval,

Antonio S. Pedreira, and others. The second regards the first poem in her

book: “Impromtu” (Lair 1937, 13). In this poem, Clara Lair claims two kinds

of heritage in the context of the debate on how Puerto Rican identity should

be defined (its composition, its boundaries, its challenges, its lineage, its

destiny) in relation to Anglo-Saxon/American empire.
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Clara Lair’s poem “Impromtu” echoes one of the most prominent

responses to this questionnaire, Antonio S. Pedreira’s canonical and genera-

tion-defining opus Insularismo, published in 1934. For Pedreira, the superior

race was the Spanish and the inferior was the African. According to his argu-

ments, the Indian element (which for all intents and purposes disappeared

by the seventeenth century) was more important than the Black element

(1971, 38‒39). Clara Lair, having located herself within the context of the

Creole-white intelligentsia, recuperated what Pedreira and other writers

reclaimed against U.S. colonialism: her Spanish (and phantasmic “Indian”)

heritage, a claim that disavowed blackness as having nothing to do with

“being indubitably and genuinely Puerto Rican.”

According to Zenón Cruz (1975), among island writers of this period

there was the strong current of those who “praised the presence of Spain in

Puerto Rico” as “an effort to strengthen” Puerto Rican culture in the face of

North American colonization (235). This claiming of Spanish heritage in the

face of a new type of colonization very much informed the way modernity

was expressing itself in this island’s elite literature. Iris M. Zavala (1992)

explains that modernity:

. . . is expressed in Puerto Rico as emancipatory voices and a program to

explore the past and the differences, based on “(an)otherness” of language

and culture; the Spanish language is the instrument of national identity and

the “cultural underground” of resistance. (164)

For Zavala, the reevaluation of “the Spanish past” becomes part of that

resistance:

The resistance to imperialism was compensated by a revalued power of tra-

dition (the Spanish past) to stabilize a difference, and by cultural production

as the means to achieve and maintain subjective freedom. These are pre-

cisely the aporias inscribed in Puerto Rican modernist discourse, and the

failure of that historical conjuncture which created a new terrain on which

a new type of colonization was formed. (164)
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According to Caribbean and African postwar anticolonialist critique, colo-

nialism is inherently racist.8 Does this mean that Puerto Ricans of that

period, such as Lair and Pedreira, were reproducing, via mimicry, the racism

that (white) North Americans had already expressed and continued to

express—even against Puerto Rican white criollos? Was this a way of

reaffirming that a certain group of Puerto Ricans, in effect, did know how to

be “white”? Perhaps some people thought that imitating such racism

(namely, the U.S. variant) could and would transform certain Puerto Ricans

into something like the colonizer. The problem was that, ironically and in

the final analysis, a “Puerto Rican white” never went beyond being “almost

the same but not quite,” to borrow the words of Homi Bhabha (1994, 86). For

Clara Lair, Antonio S. Pedreira, and others, the claims to Spanish heritage

become a logical path to claiming this highly normative Puerto Rican iden-

tity. For me, Colón Pellot’s book presents in a much more complex way the

claims to this Puerto Rican identity. She completely ignores the Indian ele-

ment to reclaim, instead, a national identity that is “mountain peasant

mixed with mulatto blood.”

And, once again, different from white-“criollo” writers during this period,

Colón Pellot feels the need to separate herself (although not completely)

from one of the most commonplace and significant themes in the so-called

“negroide” poetry: that is, the representation of the Black or mulatto woman

as the very essence of sensuality. Although the notion of the danger of female

sexuality included white-“criollo” women as well, the general tendency was

to underline the allegedly insatiable sexual appetite of Black and mulatto

women. “Negroide” poetry defined the cultural authenticity of these non-

white women by eroticizing their bodily attributes. This is why Colón Pellot,

in her prologue, needs to make the clarification that her “mulatto verse is

not essentially inspired by sexual themes.” Yet she cannot escape completely

sexual representation as such, because she immediately adds: “although it

does not forget it [i.e., the sexual theme].” There is a tension here insofar as

sensuality, although not all her life, is still an undeniable part of it. Therefore,

however and whenever she acknowledges (herself) within the space of sex-

uality, she is undeniably marked by this representation of the mulatto

woman as a hypersexual being.
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Colón Pellot also argued that her poetry, “however, soars delicate emo-

tional heights; because the mulatto has spiritual fibers which are exquis-

itely sensitive.” This seemed to be a direct response to, and a critique of, the

mainstream literary conventions already described by Ann Venture Young

(1977):

The poetry of the negrista movement reflects this pejorative attitude toward

the Black woman, while the poet seems to recognize her importance in life.

. . . This preoccupation is perhaps born of their inability or refusal to con-

ceive of her in terms which accord her full human status. She is perceived

from without and seems to represent just another element in the tropical

environment. (139)

A very good example of such attitudes is Luis Pales Matos’s poem “Majestad

Negra,” published in 1937: “Culipandeando la negra avanza, / Y de su inmensa

grupa resbalan / meneos cachondos que el congo cuaja / en ríos de azúcar

y de melaza” [Curvaceous behind, the Queen advances / and from her huge

rump slide / sexual jiggles that drums distill, streaming as cane juice and

molasses] (2000, 58–59).9 Colón Pellot could very well have been speaking to

Pales Matos, among others, when she claimed that mulatas might transcend

the “culipandeo” of “Tembandumba de la Quimbamba” precisely because

mulatas have “delicate emotional heights” and “spiritual fibers which are

exquisitely sensitive.”

As Claudette RoseGreen-Williams (1993) suggests, the sexual attributes

of women of African descent were used by the negrista/negroide movements

as expressions of cultural decolonization and a rejection of the bourgeois

discourse on sexuality. But such rejections, in turn, promoted the image of

Black and mulatto women as animal-like creatures/fruits/objects to be

used/devoured/handled by the white-male imaginary, thus marking the sex-

uality of women of African descent as something different from that of

white-“criollo” women. More importantly, such hypersexualized representa-

tions were not deployed when writing about the sensual characteristics of

these white women (16–23).

I agree with Magali Roy-Féquiere (1993) when she explains that the

“mulata” was such an important sign within negroide poetry because she
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became a point of contact between the psychic and the sensual liberation of

the white-“criollo” man. According to Roy-Féquiere,

The black race would facilitate the psychic and sensual liberation of the

white man trapped by his own “super-civilization,” with a way of accessing

repressed or forgotten “primitive” energies—which blacks always and forever

embodied. The mulatta, in light of this, is indeed a privileged locus or

medium where these two imperatives can be fulfilled—simultaneously—to

the white man’s satisfaction. (227)

Alluding to Pales Matos’s “Mulata Antilla,” Roy-Féquiere suggests that “[t]he

mulatta . . . becomes freedom” and “[t]he male speaker can possess freedom

by having her” (228). In a broader context, Kelvin Santiago-Valles (1998) has

made a similar argument, indicating that:

Although it was rare—though not impossible—to find unreserved rationali-

zations for slavery in Euro-Creole elite literature of the early-twentieth cen-

tury, most mainstream “native”-Brahman poetry tended to romanticize [the

conflicting] social relations between the “races” in general and between mas-

ters and their nonwhite chattel during “the old days” [of slavery]. This is

what I have called plantation fantasies, which turned slavery—together with

its inseparably colonialist context and inherently racist legacies—into love

stories and family romances. (22)

I would add that this relation between dark bodies and white imagination

transformed the mulatto woman’s body into the bridge where desire and

white-“criollo” male “plantation fantasies” became a celebration of freedom

for the white man. Although I do not have time or space to develop this issue

here, it must be noted that the body of the mulatto-woman became the

bridge that enabled the white-male Creole-patrician to conceal two things:

first, the rape of the black woman, and, second, the incest perpetrated upon

the mulatto woman, insofar as it allowed the white-Creole man to desire his

own daughter.10

Let me go back to the 1939 study by Colombán Rosario and Carrión.

Under a section titled “Reacciones de los negros,” the authors gathered some
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reactions by Blacks on the topic of racial prejudice in Puerto Rico. The

authors classified their “case studies” in four categories: (1) “Of peaceful con-

formity,” (2) “Of rebellious conformity,” (3) “Of serene pride,” and (4) “Of

rebellious pride before the White Man.” It is under the second category, “Of

rebellious conformity,” that the authors locate Colón Pellot as a Black woman

who cannot adjust to her racial inferiority; as I mentioned before, she is seen

as a woman with “a disagreeable resignation” (128). Significantly, both

authors classify Colón Pellot under the category “Black,” while in her own

book, where this poem appears, she positions herself as a “mulata.” Let’s

remember what she said in the prologue: in Puerto Rico “the superstitious

and ñañigo ‘perfect Black’ does not exist. Our actual population is jibara lay-

ered with mulatto blood.” Let’s also recall that she identified her poetry as

“the poetry that is as mulatto and Puerto Rican as my own race.”

While she identified herself one way, the Colombán Rosario/Carrión

study identified her differently: more importantly, these conflicting identifi-

cations and counter-identifications are taking place within the context of a

dialogue/debate on race and nationality among the colonized population on

this island. For the reader—myself included—the challenge is to expand on

and further investigate how Colón Pellot’s representation, and those of

women like her, became a racialized field of struggle within this contested

colonial terrain.

It’s interesting to notice here that the poem used by Colombán Rosario

and Carrión to represent this “disagreeable resignation” is “Motifs of ‘Mulata’

Envy.”11 As I mentioned earlier, this poem is very complex: here Colón Pellot

(1938, 3–4) is critiquing the privileges of white-“criollo” women, particularly

how “race” defined a double standard for women of both races.

Tengo envidia de ti,

nube blanca;

te enamoras en brazos;

del viento;

te promiscuas sola con los arboles machos

de las tierras altas

y te riman por casta y hermosa.
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A mi nadie me canta,

a mi me esclavizan las normas;

las leyes cristianas. (3)

[White cloud

I am envious of you,

you fall in love in the arms

of the wind;

you move promiscuous

alone among male trees

of the high sierras

and they write verses to your purity and beauty.

No one sings songs to me;

I’m enslaved by the rules;

the Christian laws.]

As we all know, white is the color of purity, chastity, virginity. But what Colón

Pellot suggests here is that this whiteness was colonizing the very definition

of propriety: although “te promiscuas,” “te riman por casta y hermosa.”

White-“criollo” women could get away, at the level of sexuality, with things

that women of color could not. “Mulatas” needed to prove themselves pre-

cisely because they have been so hypersexualized: “a mi me esclavizan las

normas; las leyes cristianas.” The point that Colón Pellot seems to be mak-

ing is that not only are white-“criollas” different, but they live by different

rules.

In another part of the poem, Colón Pellot writes:

Tu color es nieve,

mi herencia es tostada.

Mientras yo me salpico de barro

tu te meces alba;

por sobre los mundos,

en desprecio de cienagas bajas. (4)
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[Your color is snow,

my legacy’s dark brown.

As I become mud-splattered,

you spotlessly white sway;

aloof, beyond all words,

disdaining the low swamps.]

Here, whiteness is associated with light (“nieve”/“snow” and “meces alba”/

“dawn/white sway”) and is positioned at a higher level (“por sobre los mun-

dos”/“beyond all words”), in contrast to blackness and mulattoness

(“tostada”/“dark brown”), which is related to things that are dark, low, and of

loose morals (“cienagas bajas”/“low swamps”). But what is really interesting

is that lightness does not make sense without darkness: the poem itself also

suggests that although whites have more authority in an island society where

white women live by different rules, they are materially dependent upon peo-

ple of color, and especially women of African descent. It is this actual depend-

ency or interrelation between white-“criollas” and mulatas that throws the

legitimacy of white virginity/virtue/pureness into question.

At the end of the poem, the author says:

Tu flotas coqueta

y te vas de ronda

con el mas apuesto

que tu amor reclama.

Asi al verte libre;

al verme, yo esclava,

una fria tristeza me acoge

y siento una envidia tan honda

de ti nube blanca. (4)

[You coquettish flirt

and go for a stroll
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with the most elegant

of those who seek your love.

Seeing you so free,

as I see I’m a slave,

I’m seized by a cold sadness

and feel, white cloud,

such deep envy of you.]

Once again, it becomes evident that sexuality has opposite meanings for

white-“criollo” women and Puerto Rican women of color. Sexual liberty is a

privilege that white-“native” women enjoy insofar as they’re seen as the

apotheosis of desirability. For women of color, sexuality becomes a burden

that needs to be repressed and hidden. Within this context, Colón Pellot

seems to be calling attention to other, related denials. In the final analysis,

she seems to be interrogating white-“criollo” cultural amnesia with respect

to a very recent past when women of African descent suffered slavery.

In this sense, Colón Pellot’s alternative image of the Puerto Rican woman

of color is much more complex and contradictory: not the one recreated by

canonical literary figures such as Palés Matos in “Majestad negra,” not the

one misinterpreted and ignored by canonical social scientists like Colombán

Rosario and Carrión, and not even the one criticized by cultural critics of the

undeniable stature of Zenón Cruz. Instead, the Puerto Rican woman of

African descent imagined and claimed by Colón Pellot points to a different

way of thinking about how “race” and “womanhood” were being deployed

and lived among Puerto Ricans during the early twentieth century.

�
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